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Abstract
Purpose: To compare images of photoreceptor layer disruptions obtained
with optical coherence tomography (OCT) and adaptive optics scanning light
ophthalmoscopy (AOSLO) in a variety of pathologic states.
Methods: Five subjects with photoreceptor ellipsoid zone disruption as per
OCT and clinical diagnoses of closed-globe blunt ocular trauma (cg-BOT; n =
2), macular telangiectasia type 2 (MacTel; n = 1), blue cone monochromacy
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(BCM; n = 1) or cone-rod dystrophy (CRD; n = 1) were included. Images
were acquired within and around photoreceptor lesions using spectral-domain
OCT (SD-OCT), confocal AOSLO and split-detector AOSLO.
Results: There were substantial differences in the extent and appearance of
the photoreceptor mosaic as revealed by confocal AOSLO, split-detector
AOSLO and SD-OCT en face view of the ellipsoid zone (EZ).
Conclusions: Clinically available SD-OCT, viewed en face or as B-scan, may
lead to misinterpretation of photoreceptor anatomy in a variety of diseases
and injuries. This was demonstrated using split-detector AOSLO to reveal
substantial populations of photoreceptors in areas of no, low, or ambiguous
EZ reflectivity with en face OCT and confocal AOSLO. While it is unclear if
these photoreceptors are functional, their presence offers hope for
therapeutic strategies aimed at preserving or restoring photoreceptor
function.
Keywords: Optical coherence tomography, en face optical coherence
tomography, Adaptive optics, photoreceptor, retina

Introduction
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is rapidly replacing color
fundus photography as the most common retinal imaging modality.1
En face OCT has emerged as an important tool for the evaluation of
layer specific retinal pathology, enabling visualization of lamina
cribrosa,2, 3 microvasculature,4–6 RPE detachment,7–9 subretinal fluid,7,
10, 11
cystoid macular edema,12 outer retinal tubulations13, 14 and other
retinal structures. One of the most promising applications of en face
OCT is the measurement of ellipsoid zone (EZ) disruption, to provide
insight into photoreceptor structure. To date, en face OCT has been
utilized to evaluate photoreceptor structure in macular telangiectasia
(MacTel) type 2,15 diabetic retinopathy,12 macular hole,12, 16 macular
degeneration12, 17–19 and ocular trauma.20 Quantification of EZ
disruption with en face OCT was recently approved as the primary
outcome measure for a therapeutic clinical trial in MacTel,21 yet little is
known about the in vivo cellular anatomy within and at the margins of
these disruptions.
One of the challenges in using en face OCT to evaluate
photoreceptor structure is the limited lateral resolution and poor
transverse spatial sampling of commercially available OCT systems. By
correcting the monochromatic aberrations of the eye, adaptive optics
(AO) ophthalmoscopy provides the opportunity to visualize individual
rod and cone photoreceptors in normal and diseased retinas.22, 23 The
spatial correlation of disruptions as per confocal AOSLO imaging and
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en face OCT in closed globe blunt ocular trauma (cg-BOT) revealed
photoreceptor cell disruption in the vicinity of EZ disruptions in OCT
images.20 Despite increased resolution, confocal AOSLO is also limited,
as the technique does not visualize photoreceptors with abnormal
outer segment morphology or alignment.31 Since many retinal diseases
are known to cause loss of the photoreceptor outer segment before
loss of the remainder of the cell,24–29 this limitation could prevent the
accurate interpretation of the photoreceptor mosaic in the vicinity of
such disruptions.
AOSLO split-detector imaging30, 31 has recently demonstrated
the non-invasive visualization of the cone photoreceptor inner segment
mosaic, regardless of the status of the corresponding outer segment.31
Here, we apply split-detector AOSLO in five subjects with wide ranging
retinal pathology to evaluate photoreceptor anatomy within and
around EZ disruptions identified with OCT, to determine their
anatomical correlates. The data demonstrate that there can be
significant residual photoreceptor structure within EZ disruptions
identified with en face OCT, and that the borders of the disruption can
be more clearly demarcated with the split-detector AOSLO technique.

Methods
Participants
Research procedures followed the tenets of the Declaration of
Helsinki and informed written consent was obtained from all subjects
after explanation of the nature and possible consequences of the
study. The study protocol was approved by the institutional review
board at the Medical College of Wisconsin.
Axial length measurements were obtained on all subjects (Zeiss
IOL Master; Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA, USA) in order to determine
the scale of AOSLO and OCT images.31 Prior to all retinal imaging, the
eyes to be imaged were dilated and cycloplegia was induced through
topical application of phenylephrine hydrochloride (2.5%) and
tropicamide (1%).
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En face optical coherence tomography
Spectral domain optical coherence tomography (Bioptigen,
Research Triangle Park, NC, USA) line scans and dense cube scans
nominally covering 3 × 3 mm (400 A-scans/B-scan; 400 Bscans/volume) were performed in the area of planned AOSLO imaging.
Using custom designed Java (Oracle, Redwood City, CA) software, we
derived en face summed volume projection images from the SD-OCT
volumes of all subjects. These images were created to emphasize
structures within the EZ (and in one case, also the interdigitation zone,
IZ). The macular volume was exported from the machine as an “.avi”
and was uncompressed using the Xuggler (Xuggle Inc., San Francisco,
CA) library. Each of the 400 B-scans was read from the volume and
marked with a flat contour, which was initially a spline fit to three
points along the B-scan. The contour for each B-scan was manually
modified by the user by both adding points to the contour and
adjusting the axial position of each the points. The number of points
and the axial position of the points were different for each B-scan,
based on the varying morphology of the EZ (See Figure 1.). At each
axial position along the B-scan, the pixels within the contour were
averaged, resulting in a 1D average array of gray values along each Bscan. The final en face image was created by combining the 1D
average array from each B-scan in the volume (See Figure 1.). All OCT
images are displayed on logarithmic scale. All final figures were
upsampled to 600 ppi for optimal display using bicubic interpolation in
Adobe Photoshop (Adobe Photoshop; Adobe Systems Inc., Mountain
View, CA). Naming of the outer retinal bands is based on the recent
study by Staurenghi et al.32 Here, the band referred to as the EZ is the
hyperreflective band that lies just posterior to the ELM, and this has
been referred to previously as the inner segment/outer segment
junction (IS/OS). The band referred to as the IZ is the hyperreflective
band that lies just posterior to the EZ, and this has been referred to
previously as the cone outer segment tip band (COST).
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Figure 1. Schematic of the generation of en face summed value projection OCT
images

Adaptive optics imaging
A custom AOSLO33 was modified to simultaneously capture
confocal and non-confocal light in a split-detection configuration.31
Briefly, an annular mirror spatially separated the central ~1 Airy disc
(confocal) portion of the reflected signal to be detected separately,
while the non-confocal annulus was divided equally between two
additional light detectors. The signals in the two non-confocal
detectors were subtracted and then divided by the sum, to form the
split-detector image.31 Image sequences were acquired at multiple
locations, processed and registered using custom software34 (Python;
Python Software Foundation) as previously described.31 Multiple
registered images were manually aligned using Adobe Photoshop to
ensure AOSLO imaging encompassed the entire EZ disruption, and
then were manually aligned to en face OCT using blood vessel
shadows or other anatomical landmarks. Confocal and split-detector
images are recorded simultaneously at the same wavelength, and thus
are in perfect spatial register. While all AOSLO images are displayed
here on linear scale, we provide corresponding log display versions
(see Figure, Supplemental Digital Content 1). All final figures were
upsampled to 600 ppi for optimal display using bicubic interpolation in
Adobe Photoshop.
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Results
Five subjects with clinical diagnoses of closed-globe blunt ocular
trauma (cg-BOT; n = 2), macular telangiectasia type 2 (MacTel; n =
1), blue cone monochromacy (BCM; n = 1) or cone-rod dystrophy
(CRD; n = 1) were identified for inclusion in the study. Clinical details
are summarized in Table 1. The EZ disruptions visualized with B-scan
and en face OCT varied from mottling (SR_10139 and MP_10097) to
focal discontinuities (DH_1192, WW_0923, DW_10105). Confocal
AOSLO images from all subjects showed cone and/or rod
photoreceptor mosaic disruption. Split-detector AOSLO revealed
enlarged photoreceptor inner segments within and on the margins of
all EZ disruptions. Of note, the retinal sampling of the en face
projections is approximately 7.5 μm per pixel, compared to
approximately 0.5 μm per pixel for AOSLO images.
Table 1. Summary of clinical characteristics
Subject

Eye BCVA Age Diagnosis

Details

DH_1192

OS 20/200 43

Cone-rod
dystrophy

Previously reported causative
mutation (p.R838H:c.2513G>A)
identified in GUCY2D gene.

DW_10105 OD 20/25 54

Macular
telangiectasis
type 2

Stage 2.36

MP_10097 OD 20/50 43

Blue-cone
monochromacy

Previously reported causative
mutation (p.C203R; c.607T>C)37
identified in OPN1MW and OPN1LW
genes.

SR_10139 OS 20/20 55

Closed-globe
blunt ocular
trauma

Motor vehicle accident approximately
35 years prior to imaging.

WW_0923 OS 20/20 22

Closed-globe
blunt ocular
trauma

Motor vehicle accident approximately
22 months prior to imaging. Patient
previously described at 7 months post
trauma.20

35

Case 1
Subject DH_1192 (43 year-old female) was referred by an
outside physician for decreasing visual acuity and color vision
abnormalities. Best-corrected visual acuity at the time of research
imaging for this study was 20/200 OS, and she had pronounced color
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vision impairment on the AOHRR pseudoisochromatic plates (D value
> 0.088). She had a family history of progressive visual impairment
beginning with her great-grandmother, including her mother, two out
of four siblings and her son. Genetic testing revealed a substitution
p.R838H; c.2513G>A in the GUCY2D gene, a mutation reported to
cause autosomal dominant cone-rod dystrophy.35
Figure 2 summarizes the imaging for this subject’s left eye. En
face OCT revealed a large elliptical EZ disruption with a central island
of decreased reflectivity. The B-scan OCTs through the disruption show
that the parafovea has apparently normal retinal lamination, while the
elliptical en face disruption has almost no reflectivity, and the central
island shows dim and inconsistent reflectivity spread across the EZ and
IZ. Co-localized confocal AOSLO imaging revealed that the elliptical
island contains very few bright cone photoreceptors and a majority of
low-reflectivity structures. The margins of the en face OCT disruption,
on the other hand are composed of mostly normal appearing
photoreceptors. Split-detector AOSLO revealed that the island within
the en face OCT disruption is composed of dramatically enlarged
photoreceptor (likely cone) inner segments, surrounded by smaller
diameter photoreceptors (likely rods). The darkest area of the en face
OCT image contains a sparse population of enlarged photoreceptors.

Figure 2. Multimodal imaging in cone-rod dystrophy subject DH_1192
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Case 2
Subject DW_10105 (54 year-old male) presented to the clinic
without visual disturbance, but had mildly reduced visual acuity 20/30
OD, 20/50 OS. On exam there was a slight sheen in the temporal
foveae, fluorescein angiography showed dilation and leakage of the
temporal parafoveal capillaries and subsequent OCT imaging revealed
inner and outer retinal cavitations OU. A diagnosis of MacTel was
made, and classified as stage 2 OU according to Yannuzzi et al.36
Figure 3 summarizes the imaging for this subject’s right eye. En
face OCT reveals a clover-leaf shaped EZ disruption centered
approximately 1° temporal to the macula. The EZ disruption itself
contains two distinct gray levels of reduced reflectivity, the center
shows nearly no reflectivity, while the margin is reduced at a level
between that of the center and the bright EZ reflectivity in the
parafovea. Confocal AOSLO imaging revealed normal (waveguiding)
photoreceptors confined to the regions of normal EZ reflectivity. The
split-detector AOSLO imaging on the other hand, revealed
photoreceptors in the margin of abnormal EZ reflectivity, as well as
few photoreceptors well within the EZ disruption itself, which are not
visible with any other modality.

Figure 3. Multimodal imaging in MacTel subject DW_10105
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Case 3
Subject SR_10139 (55 year-old male) presented with a
persistent central scotoma in the right eye from a motorcycle accident
approximately 35 years prior. No cause for visual deficit was identified
clinically prior to the research visit. Both eyes were imaged, and visual
acuity at the time of research imaging was 20/20 OU. A foveal
photoreceptor defect was detected in the right eye (not shown),
despite no subjective vision loss in the left eye, a parafoveal
abnormality was visualized, and is described below.
Figure 4 summarizes the imaging for this subject’s left eye. En
face OCT in this subject revealed a small EZ disruption in the
parafovea, approximately 0.75mm supero-temporal from the foveal
center. B-scan OCT revealed that the EZ disruption is accompanied by
an IZ disruption that spans a larger lateral extent. Confocal AOSLO at
this location revealed that the region of EZ and IZ disruption on OCT
corresponded to a small square shaped region of reduced
photoreceptor waveguiding. The split-detector AOSLO images revealed
a mosaic of enlarged photoreceptors in the area of EZ and IZ
disruption, surrounded by apparently normal cone and rod
photoreceptors. Notably, the disruption size on confocal AOSLO more
closely mirrors the size of the IZ disruption as previously reported20
(Figure 5); whereas split-detector AOSLO demonstrates there is not
complete loss of the photoreceptor mosaic as the EZ disruption might
suggest. The dark vertical stripes in the confocal image are likely
vessel shadows, which appear as a blur in the split-detector image.

Figure 4. Multimodal imaging in cg-BOT subject SR_10139
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Figure 5. Comparison of disruption size in confocal AOSLO, IZ and EZ en face OCT
segmentation

Case 4
This subject was previously described shortly after trauma.20
Briefly, subject WW_0923 (22-year-old male) was an unrestrained
driver in a motor vehicle collision in which airbags were deployed.
Clinical evaluation on post-trauma day 2 revealed commotio retinae
and RPE changes within the macula, as well as wide-spread
hemorrhaging in the posterior pole OU. Research imaging presented
here was performed 22 months after trauma; he reported a persistent
central scotoma OS, yet visual acuity was 20/20 OS at this time.
Figure 6 summarizes the imaging for this subject’s left eye. En
face imaging revealed a tri-petaloid EZ disruption centered at the
fovea. Confocal AOSLO imaging revealed an anchor shaped area of
abnormal non-waveguiding photoreceptors that corresponded roughly
to the region of EZ disruption. Split-detector imaging revealed a
pattern nearly identical to that seen in the en face OCT with a
contiguous mosaic of photoreceptors except for the infero-temporal
prong. The photoreceptors themselves within areas close to the EZ
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disruption vary widely in size over very small regions from
dramatically enlarged to nearly normal diameters. As with subject
SR_10139, the IZ disruption (as opposed to the EZ disruption) on en
face OCT better correlates to confocal AOSLO findings of reduced
photoreceptor waveguiding (Figure 5.).

Figure 6. Multimodal imaging in cg-BOT subject WW_0923

Case 5
Subject MP_10097 (40-year-old male) was previously diagnosed
with BCM. Genetic testing revealed a previously reported causative
mutation (p.C203R; c.607T>C)37 in OPN1MW and OPN1LW genes. He
complained of photophobia, problems with dark adaptation, and
difficultly with color discrimination. His visual acuity measured
20/60+2 and 20/70−1 in the right and left eye, respectively with a
refraction of -4.5 OD and −5.5 D OS. The anterior segment exam was
unremarkable, while fundus exam revealed healthy appearing optic
nerves and normal vasculature. There was a blunted foveal light reflex
in the right eye. The peripheral retinal exam was unremarkable with
exception of a nevus nasal to the optic nerve OD. Octopus kinetic
visual fields revealed intact responses to all isopters OU. Multifocal
ERGs were nearly unrecordable OU. Full-field ERGs demonstrated
normal Dark-adapted 0.01 responses, normal amplitude of the Darkadapted 3.0 response but loss of the oscillatory potentials. DarkRetina, Vol 36, No. 1 (January 2016): pg. 91-103. DOI. This article is © Ophthalmic Communications Society, Inc. and
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adapted cone responses were recorded by subtracting the response to
a red flash (KW26 filter) from the matched response to a blue flash
(KW47, 47A, 47B, 0.6 ND filters). These were severely attenuated.
Light-adapted 3.0 single flash and flicker responses were severely
attenuated and prolonged. ERG recordings met or exceeded the ISCEV
standards.38
Figure 7 summarizes the imaging for this subject’s right eye. En
face OCT revealed an elliptical area of EZ hyper-reflectivity spanning
from the bottom left to the top right corner of the area shown in Figure
7E. Interestingly, the EZ abnormality in this patient is most clearly
visualized with B-scan OCT, as the en face OCT shows only a subtle
hyper-reflectivity. In contrast to the subjects discussed above (Figures
2,,33,,44,,6),6), en face OCT disruption is demarcated hyper not
hypo-reflectivity. Within the disruption the confocal AOSLO image
contains severely disrupted photoreceptor mosaic where the vast
majority of photoreceptors are non-waveguiding. Despite a near total
loss of cone function on ERG, the split-detector image revealed a
contiguous photoreceptor mosaic composed of cones at the center,
and then rods and cones in the immediate surrounding periphery
throughout the areas of little to no reflectivity in the confocal image.
The area of greatest EZ reflectivity corresponds spatially to the area of
dense cone packing. Although the EZ reflectivity appears normal in the
parafovea, the confocal image revealed that the majority of cones are
abnormal and non-waveguiding in this region.

Figure 7. Multimodal imaging in BCM subject MP_10097
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Discussion
In this study, we utilized two AOSLO modalities in order to
evaluate the photoreceptor structure within EZ disruptions identified
with OCT. We do not characterize the visual sensitivity within each
disruption, or claim that every photoreceptor visualized with splitdetector is a functional photoreceptor. It has been shown that the EZ
integrity can be a good surrogate marker for visual function,16, 39–42
however, disruption of the EZ band does not always correlate with
reduced acuity. 43 The results here indicate that the integrity of the EZ
band is also not a good predictor for presence of photoreceptors. A
study of patients recovering from macular hole repair found that the
integrity of the external limiting membrane (ELM) rather than EZ in Bscan OCT was a better functional indicator.44 All five cases
demonstrated here have fully intact ELM over their photoreceptor
lesions, which may argue that integrity of the ELM also better predicts
photoreceptor anatomy.
Although the physiologic mechanisms for the disruption of
photoreceptors are undoubtedly different between these varied
conditions, the appearance with AOSLO is nonetheless quite similar.
The confocal images fail to identify a large proportion of photoreceptor
cells visualized with split-detector AOSLO. Potentially the most
unexpected similarity is found between the images in cg-BOT, CRD
and MacTel. In these disparate pathologies the en face image shows
bright normal appearing EZ surrounding a disruption with two distinct
gray-levels. In both of these cases the area of dim EZ signal
corresponds to areas of residual photoreceptor structure with enlarged
inner segments in the split-detector images, while the area with no
reflectivity in OCT shows scant enlarged photoreceptors.
The significance of the split-detector imaging results
demonstrated here varies depending on the pathology. As genetic
causes of photoreceptor disruption, CRD and BCM are both potentially
amenable to future gene therapy approaches to halt the disease and
hopefully rescue diseased photoreceptors.45 The examples shown here
in Figures 2&7, offer great promise for this approach, since they
demonstrate robust populations of photoreceptors at the center of the
fovea that could not be visualized with confidence in either confocal
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AOSLO or OCT. There is no gene therapy currently in development for
MacTel or cg-BOT, but the finding of photoreceptors with split-detector
within areas of EZ disruption is promising nonetheless. The fact that
AOSLO imaging is able to follow the anatomic changes of injured
photoreceptors as they enlarge and lose their outer segment28, 29 offers
a useful biomarker with which to evaluate a potential therapeutic
intervention.
A potential limitation of this study is the lack of hardware eye
tracking in the SD-OCT machine used to record the macular volumes.
Eye-motion artifacts are visible in some of the en face images shown
here, especially towards the ends of the scans. To avoid including
corrupted scans, each volume was manually screened for excessive
motion between frames before the en face image was generated.
Since all en face segmentation was manual, there is also the potential
for inaccuracy of the axial position of the segmentation band. This
source of error may be significant, but to our knowledge there is
currently no automatic segmentation software that can accurately
account for the types of discontinuities shown here. The new imaging
modality described here, split-detector AOSLO, has slightly lower
resolution than confocal and is often unable to resolve rod and foveal
cone photoreceptors.31 This resolution may limit the quantification of
absolute photoreceptor structure in some subjects. As shown above,
however, photoreceptors are often enlarged in the vicinity of EZ
disruptions, which partially mitigate this limitation. Another limitation
comes from the fact that all of the SD-OCT data was acquired through
the center of the pupil. Directional OCT techniques48 may provide
improved visualization of abnormally waveguiding photoreceptors
within EZ lesions, and provide more accurate visualization of the lesion
boundaries.49 Finally, use of AO-OCT techniques may allow imaging the
EZ layer at a resolution comparable to that of confocal AOSLO.50–53
While it is not known how the absence or disruption of outer segment
structure affects the visualization of photoreceptors on AO-OCT
images, applying these tools to patients with retinal degenerations
may help address this important question.
In summary, here we demonstrate the cellular anatomy within
and on the margins of EZ disruptions demonstrated with en face OCT.
The results indicate that the interpretation of EZ disruptions visualized
by OCT is not as simple as once thought. The absence or presence of
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reflectivity in the EZ band does not reliably predict the degree of
residual photoreceptor structure. Future studies correlating other
imaging modalities, such as AO-OCT and directional OCT,48 with clinical
OCT are necessary to improve the interpretation of OCT EZ
disruptions.

Summary Statement
Ellipsoid zone disruptions obtained visualized with optical coherence
tomography were not predictive of the photoreceptor structure
identified with confocal and split-detector adaptive optics scanning
light ophthalmoscopy in a number of retinal conditions. These findings
challenge the current interpretation of hypo-reflective regions in en
face and B-scan optical coherence tomography.
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Supplementary Material
Supplemental Figure
Supplemental Digital Content 1. AOSLO montages from the 5 subjects
reported in the current study:
The left column shows the confocal AOSLO montage presented on a linear
display, while the center column shows the same confocal AOSLO montage on
a log display. This increases the apparent brightness of some of structures
within the dimly reflecting regions, not all of which are photoreceptor in
origin. The right column provides the split-detector AOSLO montage on a
linear display. Scalebars = 100 μm.
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